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REPORT 'A' 

AKROTIRI NEAF MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM INCIDENT 

Nature of Incident Schoolboy swept 
downstream when undertaking organised river 
crossing 

Team Alerted 15FEB691245A 

Authority Alerting St Johns schoolboys Called Out 151255A 

Area Searched NIL Left Base/Station   151390A 

Location of Incident   3910/2/920400 river 
Kouris 1 mile north of Kandou 

Arrived in Search Area/at Incident*  151320A 

Located by  N/A Duration of Search    N/A 

Type of Search   N/A Incident Located  N/A 

Weather Conditions Good weather causing 
snow on Troodos to thaw and swell river. 

Casualty Evacuated to  Station sick quarters, 
RAF Akrotiri 

No. of Casualties     2    Total 
Stretcher         ONE               Walking ONE 
Dead                

Composition of Party 8 members NEAF MRT led 
by SAC F.J. Brown 

Vehicle Mileages 2x27=54 Sub Units Involved NIL 

 Return to Base 151400A 

 
 

RCC Informed 151250A 

Comments on Equipment Sleeping bag used to keep patient warm. Heater in Land Rover Ambulance 

used for same purpose. 

Narrative:- A party of 8 schoolboys were engaged in crossing the river Kouris during an organised 

practice for the Duke of Edinburgh’s Bronze hike.  At the ford the water was about knee deep and 

fast flowing. A rope would normally have been used but it was left behind on this occasion. Seven 

boys crossed successfully. The eight boy was crossing with the master supervising the hike when the 

boy tripped and both the boy and the master were swept downstream for several hundred yards. A 

rucksack carried by the boy caused additional buoyancy.  There were no obstacles in the river to stop 

them being carried downstream.  Eventually the master got out unaided and the other boys 

retrieved their comrade at a sandbank near a minor confluence.  He was cold and bruised.  The boys 

treated him by putting him in a sleeping bag. 

When RAF Akrotiri MRT members were summoned by direct telephone call from the schoolboys, 

permission was obtained from NEOC and RAF MRT went to the incident.  They used another sleeping 

bag to prevent further heat loss and transported the patient to SSQ, RAF Akrotiri where he was 

detained for about 1 ½ hours. 

Name of Patient. Perry Reed of St. John’s school Episkopi. Subsequently a letter of appreciation for 

the assistance of the RAF MRT was received from Mr. Grandfield of St. Johns school 
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